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I.  Project summary 
 
My view is that artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech are deeply interrelated, and without considering and advancing them together, a single one 
of them cannot be advanced sufficiently enough to have a broad socioeconomic impact and 
consequence across the entire humanity. 
 
Artificial intelligence is required in robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech; hence, the other technologies cannot sufficiently advance without sufficiently advancing 
artificial intelligence first. 
 
Robotics is required in human body biotech and mass-scale outer space tech; hence, the other 
technologies cannot sufficiently advance without sufficiently advancing robotics first.  To 
advance human body biotech, macroscopic, microscopic and nanoscopic robot design and use is 
required; to advance mass-scale outer space tech, manufacturing and using astronomical numbers 
of outer-space robots is required. 
 
Human body biotech is required for safe and secure mass-scale outer space human travel and 
living, for easily and cheaply recovering from human body damage and death in outer space. 
 
Nanotechnologies developed for nano-assembling advanced robot hardware components will be 
applied to manufacturing human body parts and synthetic outer-space materials for spaceship 
and outer-space human habitat components. 
 
In my view, artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech 
are deeply and fundamentally interrelated and interconnected in promotion, research, 
development, and commercialization. 
 
My approach is promoting, researching, developing, and commercializing all of artificial 
intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech, because I've 
concluded that doing so is absolutely necessary in radically advancing the technologies in these 
areas. 
 
This masterplan summarizes my integrated approach to promoting, researching, developing, and 
commercializing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech—starting with the initial main focus on advancing the science, technology, and capitalism 
of artificial intelligence and robotics. 
 
Artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech are viewed 
by many, including myself, as the technologies of the future that will create vastly greater human 
possibilities, promises, and prosperity. 
 
I expect that further advancing artificial intelligence and robotics will exponentially increase the 
manufacturing capabilities in America and elsewhere in the First World.  I envision that 
advanced artificial intelligence and robots will be essential components in advanced human body 
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biotech, especially in human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement.  
I envision that advanced robots will be manufactured and used in outer space in massive 
numbers, for building and maintaining mass-scale outer space human habitats. 
 
I expect that advancing human body biotech will eradicate all the incurable diseases and 
disabilities in the living human bodies, and enable the human multitudes to have unlimited 
health, youth, and longevity. 
 
I expect that advancing mass-scale outer space technologies will enable interplanetary, 
interstellar, and intergalactic mass-scale outer space humanity expansion. 
 
I see advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech as the most critical, and most rewarding, scientific, technological, and capitalistic venture in 
the 21st century. 
 
The first major goal of this project is to develop and market the artificial intelligence (AI) and 
robotics technologies that I envision, that will have highly advanced vision-motor coordination, 
robot motion planning and execution, and dexterity, that will be able to perform enormously 
complex and sophisticated manual tasks that only humans have been able to perform so far.  I 
aim to complete and commercialize the novel computer vision technology that I have been 
working on, for enabling revolutionary visual recognition and reasoning capabilities in artificial 
intelligence systems and robot hardware units.  I aim to develop and commercialize the novel 
robot hardware design and manufacturing software and hardware technologies that I envision, 
that will nano-technologically assemble artificial monomers and polymers for robot bones, 
muscles, ligaments, tendons, nerves, fuel circulation channels, skins, and sensors.  I aim to 
develop and commercialize the novel robot-control and task-management technologies that I 
envision, that will enable robots to be versatile and practically limitless in performing a wide 
variety of manual tasks.  I aim to enlarge and double the First World national economies via 
exponentially increasing the use of robots in the First World. 
 
The second major goal of this project is to develop and market the human body part and whole 
human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies that I envision, that require the 
scanner, computational-modeler, designer, synthesizer, and replacer human-body 
biotechnologies that I envision.  I aim to develop and commercialize robotic scanner human-
body biotechnologies, that can exhaustively, thoroughly, and completely probe human-body 
matter at macroscopic, microscopic and nanoscopic levels, and digitize and store the scanned 
human-body matter structure (the overall form or organization) and compositions (the 
proportions of different parts) on computer for computational human-body modeling, analysis, 
simulation, and prediction; I envision the scanner human-body biotechnologies that can identify 
and record the size and type and 3D location of every biological cell in an entire human body, 
count the number of human-body cells for every type of human-body cell in an entire human 
body, and identify and record the atomic and subatomic structure and composition of every type 
of biological cell in the human body, for the purpose of developing other types of 
biotechnologies for human health and longevity.  I aim to develop and commercialize 
computational-modeler human body biotechnologies, that can model, analyze, simulate, and 
predict the number or count of every type of cell and tissue, and all the statistical 3D locations 
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and physical state evolutions of every molecule, cell component, cell, tissue, and organ in a 
human body at the molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, for developing other types of 
biotechnologies such as anti-aging human biotech, human longevity biotech, human health 
biotech, human medical biotech, human body part and whole human body manufacturing and 
replacement biotech, human life-protection biotech, human resurrection biotech, cosmetic, 
medical, and behavioral human genetic engineering biotech, neurotechnology, and bionic 
biotech.  I aim to develop and commercialize designer human-body biotechnologies, that allow 
humans to design biomatter and lifeforms down to the cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic 
levels for synthesizing or manufacturing the human biomatter and lifeforms that are designed on 
computer.  I aim to develop and commercialize synthesizer human-body biotechnologies, that 
can manufacture every type of human-body molecule, genome, cell component, cell, 
microorganism, tissue, organ, and whole human body, for medical and human-longevity 
applications.  I aim to develop and commercialize macroscopic, microscopic, and nanoscopic 
robotic replacer human-body biotechnologies, that can replace any and every existing human 
body part with a manufactured human body part, for curing any and every disease and disability 
in the human body, rejuvenating old living human bodies, and enabling indefinite human 
longevity or lifespans.  I aim to build a large-scale, mass-market biotech economy with a large 
number of biotech equipment, biotech service, and synthetic biomatter consumers, for increased 
biotech equipment, biotech service, and synthetic biomatter production and use in healthcare, 
human food production, households, businesses, manufacturing, construction, and services. 
 
The third major goal of this project is to develop and market the interplanetary mass-scale outer 
space humanity expansion technologies that I envision.  I aim to develop and commercialize one 
or more artificial nuclear-fusion reactor powered constant-1g-acceleration spaceship propulsion 
systems, that will enable traveling between any two planets within the Solar System in several 
days or a couple of weeks at the most.  I aim to develop and commercialize a group of different 
types and classes of artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration 
spaceships with all the required human life-support systems, for enabling the interplanetary 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion in the Solar System.  I aim to develop and 
commercialize a group of different technologies for mass-scale outer space mining and 
construction that will enable building mass-scale outer space human habitats in the Solar System, 
particularly on or above the Earth-like-gravity planets—namely, Venus, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune.  I aim to build a mass-scale outer space economy with mass-scale outer space 
transportation, mining, manufacturing, communications, construction, human travel, and human 
living. 
 
 
This is a multi-decadal project, with high risk, high potential for failure, and extremely high 
reward sub-projects that will steer the course of humanity and transhumanize the human species 
when fully realized. 
 

1.  Intellectual merit 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence and robotics for creating human-like visual capabilities and 
dexterity requires far more advanced and complex modeling, analysis, simulation, prediction, 
and understanding of how the human visual recognition, visual data storage, visual reasoning, 
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visual motion planning, visual motion execution, dexterity, and creativity work.  As such, this 
project has the potential to aid discovering how the human sensory information processing, 
reasoning, motion planning, and motion execution happen at the human-body cellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
In this project, I advance and publicly promote human body biotech in tandem with advancing 
artificial intelligence and robotics, for the purpose of researching, developing, and 
commercializing robotic human-body part scanner, modeler, synthesizer, and replacer 
biotechnologies, with the particular applications in medical, anti-aging, human-longevity, and 
human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies. 
 
In tandem with advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, and human body biotech for 
commercialization, I will continue to develop and market a science that maps the outwardly 
observable human behaviors such as human motor actions and speeches, to their physical causes 
in the human body components at tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—for 
statistically modeling, analyzing, simulating, and predicting how the human body operates at the 
tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels, and applying the tissular, cellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic human-body physical structures, compositions, processes and 
state evolutions knowledge gained to creating artificial intelligence and robotics technologies 
with human-like capabilities, and to advancing human body biotech for medical, anti-aging, and 
human-longevity applications; due to the coverage and the involved subject areas of this project, 
this project has a potential to completely find out how the living human body operates as a 
biophysical system at the tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels across the 
entire living human-body biophysical system over its entire lifetime. 
 
Advancing interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies has a 
potential to advance the next-generation sciences, particularly in physics, beyond Einstein's 
general relativity and quantum physics, due to being able to plan and perform far more physical 
experiments in outer space with far greater complexity and energy than the physical experiments 
that have been performed on Earth so far. 
 

2.  Broader impacts 
 
The broadest impact of this project will be benefiting the public, consumers, businesses, 
industries, and institutions, initially in America and elsewhere in the First World, and then 
eventually in developing nations—through advancing and commercializing artificial intelligence, 
robotics, human-body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech. 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human-body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech—with evolving scientific, technological and commercial scope, complexity, and 
sophistication—will increase the scopes, complexities, and sophistications in human 
possibilities, actions, experiences, and prosperity. 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence and robotics will create far-reaching socioeconomic 
transformations in America and elsewhere; highly advanced artificial intelligence and robotics 
technologies with human-like visual and dexterity capabilities will revolutionize and reinvigorate 
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the American manufacturing, vastly increase the manufacturing productivity, capability, 
capacity, and output in America and elsewhere in the First World, and create vastly increased net 
material wealth across the entire humanity.  The supplies of human factory workers have been 
reaching their limits and caps at the global level, even in the most populous nations like China, 
and creating artificial intelligence and robotics technologies with human-like visual and dexterity 
capabilities will alleviate and permanently remove the factory worker shortage problems in 
America and elsewhere.  Moreover, artificial intelligence and robotics technologies with human-
like visual and dexterity capabilities can be used in outer space in massive numbers, for mass-
scale outer space mining, construction, and mass-scale human habitat building and 
maintenance—for enabling interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion in the 
Solar System. 
 
Advancing human body biotech will end the unnecessary and tragic human suffering caused by 
incurable diseases and disabilities in the human body—by rendering every disease and disability 
in the human body curable with human body biotech, and also enable humans to retain their 
youth and live longer, so that humans can be more productive as human beings, and live fuller 
and longer human lives. 
 
Advancing interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion tech will enable providing 
unlimited clean renewable energy supply on Earth and in outer space via developing and 
commercializing high-efficiency artificial nuclear-fusion reactors, enable removing the human 
limitation of being confined to Earth—by enabling living human beings to expand into outer 
space in massive numbers, and also enable developing mass-scale outer space mining, 
construction, manufacturing, farming, and service economies, industries, and businesses. 
 

II.  Introduction 
 
I see that the human reality and behavior are dictated by the constant evolutionary pressure on 
humanity; humanity as a whole must expand and evolve, or it would wither and die.  A 
biological species can survive and prosper, only so long as it continues to expand and evolve; 
this principle applies to the human species as well. 
 
America, elsewhere in the First World, and the rest of humanity, are currently facing an 
unprecedented evolutionary pressure.  Long gone are the days when human lives were simple 
and primitive.  The industrialized and digitized global human society demands ever-increasing 
consumption of energy, raw materials, and labor.  Without far greater supply and use of energy, 
raw materials, and labor, the progress, advancement, and evolution of humankind would come to 
a complete still:  the greatest challenge and urgency that the current humanity faces in the early 
21st century is securing and consuming far more energy, raw materials, and labor. 
 
The key problem and constraint that the entire humanity faces in the early 21st century is that, the 
supply of energy, raw materials, and labor are fundamentally limited on Earth. 
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My view is that advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech is the most proper response to the current evolutionary pressure that America, elsewhere in 
the First World, and the rest of humanity face. 
 
Artificial intelligence, robotics, biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech must be advanced to the 
uttermost extremes, in order to properly, effectively, and permanently deal with the ever-
increasing need of humanity to procure and use even more energy, raw materials, and labor. 
 

3.  Artificial intelligence and robotics 
 
Constant supply of cheap manual labor is necessary for creating and sustaining abundant 
material wealth.  The human world has been running out of abundant cheap manual labor due to 
the human-worker wage increases, rising standards of human living, and continuous 
socioeconomic developments in the world. 
 
In order to create even more abundant material wealth in the future, not just on Earth but in outer 
space as well, there must be even more constant supply of cheap manual labor.  However, over 
two centuries of industrialization have been maximizing the use of cheap human manual labor 
across the world, and at this point in time, in AD 2022, the global supply of cheap human manual 
labor has been running out, and the increase in human-worker wages and shortages, and inflation 
is in widespread effect. 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence and robotics for providing unlimited supply of cheap manual 
labor for providing abundant material wealth to human beings, not just on Earth but in outer 
space as well, is not only the proper approach to permanently solve the constant cheap manual 
labor supply constraint problem, but also the only approach available.  
 
For further socioeconomic development and advancement, America and the rest of the First 
World, must advance and embrace the artificial intelligence and robotics technologies that will 
provide virtually unlimited supply of cheap manual labor on Earth and in outer space—for 
removing human manual labor limitations and improving the human condition, for building and 
maintaining more advanced human habitats not just on Earth but in outer space as well.  America 
and the rest of the First World must place astronomical numbers of robots working in outer space 
to support human life in outer space, with millions of humans living in each outer-space city, not 
just a few people living in an outer-space human habitat. 
 
In the not-too-distant future, humans shouldn't be doing boring, redundant, and mechanical jobs 
at all; eventually, highly advanced AI and robots that are managed by human workers, should do 
all the robotic manual work, and human workers will specialize even more in doing the jobs that 
require human taste and judgment, for creating even greater human possibilities, promises, and 
prosperity.  There must be advanced robots, so that robots can do all the robotic work, and 
humans can be more human and do more of humanly work. 
 

4.  Human body biotech 
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In my view, human beings suffering from the incurable diseases and disabilities in the human 
body must become obsolete; humans becoming old, infirm, and senile must become obsolete; the 
human life being too short must become obsolete.  Human body biotechnology must be 
advanced so that humans can enjoy health, youth, and longevity, as long as they want; through 
advancing, embracing, and using human body biotech, humans should be healthy, youthful, and 
long-living creatures not just on Earth, but more importantly in outer space as well. 
 
The following types of human body biotech for increasing human health, youth, longevity, and 
capability should be developed and commercialized to remove the unnecessary, burdensome, and 
detrimental limitations in the human body:  'anti-aging human biotech', 'human longevity 
biotech', 'human health biotech', 'human medical biotech', 'human body part and whole human 
body manufacturing and replacement biotech', 'human life-protection biotech', 'human 
resurrection biotech', 'cosmetic, medical, and behavioral human genetic engineering', 
'neurotechnology', and 'bionic biotech'. 
 

5.  Mass-scale outer space tech 
 
The latest physical sciences, Einstein's general relativity on gravity and quantum physics on 
atomic and subatomic matter and energy, are incomplete; there are physical phenomena that 
general relativity and quantum physics cannot describe, explain, and predict.  Given the 
limitations of the latest physical sciences, as of now, we do not know for sure whether fast 
interstellar and intergalactic human space travel will become possible.  However, I do think it is 
reasonable to think that fast interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion will 
become possible before the 21st century is over. 
 
The technology I am envisioning that will enable fast interplanetary mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion is the artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration 
interplanetary spaceship.  Artificial nuclear fusion can provide enough energy for constant-1g 
acceleration of spaceships; when a spaceship constantly accelerates at 1g, or becomes faster by 
9.8 m/s every second, the spaceship can travel between any two planets in the Solar System in 
several days or a couple of weeks at the most.  I believe that constant-1g-acceleration spaceships 
are absolutely necessary for fast interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, so I 
pursue developing the technologies for enabling the constant-1g acceleration spaceships. 
 
Humanity staying on Earth, and being confined to Earth, is not a proper direction for humanity in 
my view.  The vital resources on Earth will eventually run out likely before the end of the 21st 
century, and the living space on Earth is limited; with the globalization of the entire Earth, now 
Earth seems too small for humanity.  If humanity is to further evolve and expand, advancing and 
embracing mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies is a necessity, not an option.  
Since enabling mass-scale outer space humanity expansion requires an energy technology 
revolution that will provide the needed energy for mass-scale outer space human presence and 
living, advancing mass-scale outer space tech will also solve the problem of the energy supply 
and global climate change on Earth. 
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6.  Integrated human body and behavior science 
development 

 
I have been developing a science that models, analyzes, simulates, and predicts how the different 
types of outwardly observable human behaviors are caused at the human-body tissular, cellular, 
molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels; I will continue to work on completing this science 
sometime in the future, hopefully within the next 10 years, by AD 2032.  This science will 
facilitate advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer 
space tech, even and especially while still in development. 
 
This integrated human-body science will be used to model, analyze, simulate, and predict how 
the living human body—at the tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels—
perform sensory information reception and processing, rational and emotional reasoning, 
linguistic processing, and motor action planning and execution. 
 
This integrated human-body science will be used to model, analyze, simulate, and predict how 
the living human bodies will operate in long-term or permanent mass-scale outer space human 
habitats with millions of human beings living in each mass-scale outer space human habitat. 
 
For more information about this science that completely maps all the human behaviors to their 
causative human body parts down to the human-body tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and 
subatomic levels, refer to the "Robocentric Unified Humanity Science paradigm" part in The 
Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

III.  Relevance 
 
This project has ample potential and certain inevitability to transform the human reality for the 
entire humanity. 
 
Providing unlimited supplies of cheap and abundant robotic manual labor that can perform the 
manual tasks that only humans could, will create enormous material wealth for humans on Earth 
and in outer space. 
 
Medical human body biotech such as human-body part manufacturing and replacement bio-
robotics technologies, anti-aging human biotech, and human longevity biotech will enable 
humans to live longer, fuller, more productive, and more meaningful human lives with richer and 
better human experiences. 
 
Interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies will make humans 
interplanetary species, remove the human limitations in being confined to Earth, and redefine 
where humans can live and expand into. 
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7.  AI and robotics relevance 
 
There are three major issues and problems in manufacturing globally. 
 
There is the need to innovate and strengthen the American manufacturing capability, capacity, 
and diversity, on Earth and in outer space. 
 
There is the global limit or cap on the total supply of human factory workers.  Presently, in AD 
2022, the global manufacturing systems have already exhausted a significant portion of the 
global supply of human factory workers. 
 
There is the need of humanity to expand into outer space in massive scale, for securing more 
resources and space for humanity; there is the need to have astronomical numbers of robot 
laborers in outer space to serve the human interests in outer-space mining, construction, 
manufacturing, and service. 
 
Advancing artificial intelligence and robotics will address and solve all of the above major issues 
and problems in manufacturing and humanity expansion. 
 

8.  Human body biotech relevance 
 
There is the human desire and need to end the unnecessary and unhelpful human suffering from 
the incurable diseases and disabilities in the human body. 
 
There is the human desire and need to extend human youth and lifespan—for increasing the 
human life-qualities, productivity, experiences, and creativity. 
 
There is the human desire and need to improve the human body via human genetic engineering, 
neurotechnology, and bionic biotech—for greater human-body health, aesthetic, capacity, 
capability, and productivity on Earth and outer space. 
 
Advancing human body biotech will meet and satisfy all of the above human desires and needs 
to improve the human biological reality. 
 

9.  Mass-scale outer space tech relevance 
 
Fossil fuel, iron ore, precious metals, and rare earth metals are non-renewable resources with 
limited supplies on Earth; these resources will eventually run out on Earth. 
 
Fundamentally, the living space for humans is limited on Earth:  Humanity can grow and expand 
only so much on Earth due to the space and resource constraints on Earth. 
 
For humanity to secure additional resources and living spaces in the future, it must expand into 
new places and territories in outer space in massive numbers and scales. 
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Advancing mass-scale outer space humanity expansion technologies will address and solve all of 
the above human issues, problems, and challenges in securing the future resources and spaces of 
humankind. 
 

IV.  Background 
 
The artificial intelligence, robotics, biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech that this project 
aims to create have the following background scientific and technological issues and concerns 
that I perceive or am aware of. 
 

10.  How human beings perform manual labor 
 
One aspect of the human body is that it is a physical motion hardware device with integrated 
visual information sensing, visual data processing, motion planning, motion execution, trial, 
error, learning, correction, and improvement.  In particular, the human eyes and brain enable 
visual information sensing and processing in the human being, whereas the human-body bones, 
joints, tendons, ligaments, muscle fibers, muscle bundles, muscle groups, nerves, and energy 
supply system enable human-body motor motions. 
 
I suspect that the following major components are involved in how human beings perform 
manual labor; my conclusion is that in order for a robot to be able to perform the manual tasks 
that could only be performed by human beings, the robot must have all the following faculties or 
human-like manual labor hardware and software components. 
 
The first stage in planning and performing human manual labor is visual information sensing.  
The human eye collects streams of light in the way a camera does, and forms an image on the 
human retina in the back of the human eye.  The human retina is a thin layer of tissue composed 
of photoreceptor cells, which translate the incoming light into impulses that are transmitted to the 
human brain for processing via the optic nerve attached to the human retina.  Technologically, 
visual perception is already a solved problem; nowadays, in AD 2022, cheap high-resolution 
computer cameras are manufactured and sold in massive quantities. 
 
The second stage in planning and performing human manual labor is visual data processing for 
segmenting, categorizing, storing, and recognizing different visual components and patterns.  
Currently, this is an unsolved technological problem.  To the best of my knowledge, there is no 
completed technology that can precisely segment, categorize, store, and recognize different 
visual components and patterns in an image that can be used in planning and executing ultra-
precise visual data based motion planning and execution. 
 
The third major stage in planning and performing human manual labor is motion planning, with 
human muscle groups movement planning. 
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The fourth major stage in planning and performing human manual labor is motion execution, 
with motion trial, error, visual and tactile feedback analysis, learning, correction, and 
improvement. 
 

11.  Human body part manufacturing and replacement 
background knowledge 

 
A human-body cell is the basic building block of the human body.  As an active biological 
organism, a human-body cell is a microscopic machine that takes in inputs and produces outputs; 
a human-body cell takes in material inputs (e.g. ions, oxygen, nutrients, and other molecules) and 
transforms its inputs into material outputs (e.g. ATP produced by mitochondria in a cell for 
energy, proteins, and electrical signals in neurons) that work to maintain the living human body 
and manifest the human behavior. 
 
A human-body tissue is an ensemble of similar cells that together carry out a specific function.  
There are four types of tissues in the human body.  Connective tissue gives shape to organs and 
holds them in place; epithelial tissue covers the organ surfaces; muscle tissue functions to 
produce force and cause motion; nervous tissue comprises the central and peripheral nervous 
systems that coordinate human-body actions and sensory information by transmitting signals to 
and from different parts of the human body. 
 
A human-body organ is a collection of tissues joined in a structural unit to serve a common 
function. 
 
A human-body organ system is a biological system consisting of a group of organs that work 
together to perform one or more functions.  The human body organs are grouped into 11 
different organ systems, based on the functions they perform, as in the following. 
Integumentary (skin, hair, nails) 
Skeletal (bones) 
Muscular (smooth, cardiac, and skeletal muscles) 
Circulatory (heart, arteries, veins) 
Respiratory (lungs, diaphragm, larynx) 
Digestive (stomach, intestines, liver) 
Urinary (kidneys, ureters, bladder) 
Immune (lymph nodes, bone marrow, thymus) 
Nervous (brain, spinal cord, nerves) 
Endocrine (pituitary gland, thyroid, adrenals) 
Reproductive (penis, vagina, prostate, uterus) 
 
The human body is comprised of trillions of cells. 
 
The human brain on average has 86 billion neurons and 85 billion nonneuronal cells that 
function together to create the human consciousness and behavior. 
 
The average size of a human-body cell is about 100 micron or micrometer. 
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The average number of atoms in a human-body cell is about 100 trillion. 
 
A human body cell is comprised of many different sub-components such as cytoplasm, 
cytoskeleton, endoplasmic reticulum, golgi apparatus, lysosomes and peroxisomes, 
mitochondria, nucleus, plasma membrane, and ribosomes. 
 
There are over 200 different cell types in the human body such as stem cells, bone cells, blood 
cells, muscle cells, sperm cells, female egg cell, fat cells, and nerve cells.  Each type of cell is 
specialized to carry out a particular function, either solely, but usually by forming a particular 
tissue. 
 
A microbe is a microorganism, such as bacteria, viruses and fungi, that are smaller than animal 
cells, about 1/10th the size of a typical human cell.  A human body is estimated to have 30 
trillion human cells, and 39 trillion microbial cells (microbiomes or communities of microbes). 
 
In order to be able to create a human-body biotechnology that can artificially manufacture or 
synthesize and replace any and every part of the human body, for eradicating incurable diseases 
and disabilities in the human body, and for enabling living human-body longevity on demand, 
one or more biotechnologies that can create any numbers and types of human-body molecules, 
cell components, cells, tissues, and organs, and one or more biotechnologies that can replace any 
numbers and types of human-body genes, cell components, cells, tissues, and organs, must be 
developed. 
 

12.  Unsolved issues in human genetic engineering 
 
A gene is the basic physical and functional unit of heredity that decides a certain aspect of the 
looks (phenotype) and/or behavior of a biological organism.  A phenotypic human gene contains 
information about the look or outwardly appearance of a human being, whereas a behavioral 
human gene contains information about the behavioral trait or tendency of a human being. 
 
The collection of all the genes that make up a biological organism is its genome.  A genome is an 
organism's complete set of genetic instructions that determine the entire phenotypic and 
behavioral traits of a biological organism.  Each genome contains all of the information needed 
to build that organism.  Genome sequencing is determining the composition of a genome.  It has 
been reported in AD 2021 that the human genome has been completely sequenced.  Currently, 
there is no technology to create a human being from scratch given the fully sequenced genome of 
the human being.  Currently, not all of the human genes are known.  Currently, the latest science 
does not completely know how the different human genes create the human looks and behavioral 
patterns; in other words, the current science does not completely know how the human body is 
designed, and operates, at the most fundamental level, the genetic level. 
 
The human genome data size is about 6 gigabytes (for the complete human genome in somatic 
cells with the chromosomes from both mother and father), with about 6 billion base pairs in the 
complete human DNA.  That is, about 6 gigabytes of data on computer fully specify the 
genetically wired or determined phenotypic and behavioral traits of a human being.  Currently, 
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there is no technology that can fully model, analyze, simulate, and predict how the 6 gigabytes of 
full human genome specification manifest into the looks and behaviors in a living human body.  
That is, currently there is no technology that can accurately describe and predict how individual 
human looks and behaviors are determined by the human genome that is about 6 gigabytes of 
data when fully sequenced.  Because there is no technology that can accurately describe and 
predict the consequences of the human genes, currently it is not possible to modify human genes 
with the full and complete knowing of what the human genetic modification would do in altering 
individual human looks, behavior, or both.  I aim to rectify this problem over the ensuing years 
and decades; I aim to make phenotypic and behavioral human genetic engineering completely 
predictable and reliable, via researching, developing, and commercializing the necessary human 
genetic engineering technologies. 
 

13.  Why artificial nuclear fusion is absolutely necessary 
in enabling mass-scale outer space humanity expansion 

 

13.1.  Fundamental components of the interplanetary mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion:  interplanetary 
mass-scale outer space transport, mining, construction, 
manufacturing, communications systems, human travel, 
human living, and human economy 

 
I deem the following as the fundamental and absolutely necessary technologies that are required 
to make interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion happen.  In my view, making 
interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion happen means making the following 
necessary technological constituents of interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion happen. 
 
Interplanetary transportation technologies are the basic requirement in making interplanetary 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion happen.  Traveling between two planets in the Solar 
System must happen in a few days or a couple of weeks at the most.  I deem affordable artificial 
nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration spaceships as the absolute necessity in 
enabling interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion. 
 
Outer-space mining technologies are required to procure necessary raw materials for building 
mass-scale outer space human habitats, and provisioning the outer-space living humans the 
material resources that they need. 
 
Outer-space construction technologies are required for building outer-space mining, 
manufacturing, and human-habitat facilities. 
 
Outer-space manufacturing technologies are required for building the outer-space human habitat 
construction components, and the material necessities for the outer-space traveling and living 
human beings. 
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Interplanetary communications systems are required for interplanetary spaceship traffic control, 
and facilitating human coordination and collaboration across different planets.  In particular, an 
interplanetary internet infrastructure is needed in the Solar System to enable interplanetary mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion in the Solar System. 
 
Interplanetary human travel infrastructure is required for transporting living human beings in 
massive numbers across different planets with human habitats. 
 
Outer-space planetary human habitat and life support technologies are required for interplanetary 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, because human beings will have to want to, and 
actually live, in outer-space human habitats in massive numbers.  Humans must live in outer 
space on permanent basis, for interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion to 
happen. 
 
Interplanetary human economy infrastructures are required for mass-scale outer space humanity 
expansion to happen.  Diverse and vibrant economic productions and transactions between 
different planets must happen in order for humans to have the sufficient incentive and reason to 
keep expanding into outer space in massive numbers. 
 

13.2.  Building and maintaining permanent mass-scale outer 
space human habitats on or above Earth-gravity planets 

 
A gravity is a constant pull of another object by an object. 
 
The gravity of Earth is what the human body is evolved for.  In particular, the human body is 
designed to operate with the constant pull downward by the Earth, and the constant push upward 
by the Earth's surface or ground that is created as a reaction to the human body's downward push 
of the Earth's surface due to the Earth's gravity's pull of the human body. 
 
When a human being lives in a less-than-Earth gravity for a long period of time, muscle and 
bone loss happens in the human body (according to NASA), because there is no need to cope 
with a stronger pull and push on the human body by the gravity and human-body contact surface. 
 
The planets in the Solar system have the following gravity magnitudes. 
 
Mercury's gravity is 3.7 m/s². 
Venus's gravity is 8.87 m/s². 
Earth's gravity is 9.807 m/s². 
Mars's gravity is 3.721 m/s². 
Jupiter's gravity is 24.79 m/s². 
Saturn's gravity is 10.44 m/s². 
Uranus's gravity is 8.87 m/s². 
Neptune's gravity is 11.15 m/s². 
Pluto's gravity is 0.62 m/s². 
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Venus, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have a gravity that is similar to Earth's gravity; hence, 
outer-space human habitats on or above these planets can support long-term or permanent human 
living without the human-body muscle and bone atrophy. 
 
Massive amounts of energy are required to transport living human beings between different 
planets quickly, and even more massive amounts of energy are required to build and maintain 
outer-space metropolises, cities, and small habitats. 
 
Chemical energy release is absolutely unable to provide the necessary energy for the 
interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, because the energy released by 
chemical reaction is too small to be used at the astronomical scale in outer space. 
 
I see that only high-efficiency artificial nuclear fusion reactors can provide the energy needed for 
fast interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion—fast interplanetary 
transportation, and fast building, operating, and maintaining outer-space human habitats above 
Earth-gravity planets; for example, the energy required to constantly heat the outer-space human 
habitat above ultra-cold planets such as Uranus and Neptune, can only be provided by artificial 
nuclear fusion. 
 
The Solar System contains abundant, virtually unlimited, artificial nuclear-fusion fuel sources 
and amounts.  Hydrogen is viewed as the most viable artificial nuclear-fusion fuel.  The Sun, 
Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, in particular contain enormous amounts of 
hydrogen.  Pluto contains water ice that can be perhaps processed to extract hydrogen for 
artificial nuclear-fusion fuel. 
 

13.3.  Constant-1g-acceleration spaceship and nuclear-fusion 
physics calculations 

 
In order to assess the physical potential of artificial nuclear fusion in enabling fast interplanetary 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, I have performed the following physics calculations. 
 
 
The average distances between the different Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System 
As I have previously mentioned and discussed, I see building permanent outer-space human 
habitats above the Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System as the most suitable course in 
enabling interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, because humans will not 
lose their muscle, bone, and organ masses when they live in an Earth-gravity outer space human 
habitat, unlike in a less-than-Earth-gravity outer space human habitat; NASA has estimated that 
humans living on Mars, which has about 40% of the gravity of Earth, would lose 60% of their 
muscle and bone mass after six months of living on Mars, due to the lower gravity of Mars, and 
their bones would become too brittle for a sustained, long-term living on Mars.  In The Future, 
my book available at Robocentric.com/Future, I specify and discuss my ideas for building and 
maintaining outer-space human habitats above the Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System. 
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I see that in order to enable interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, the travel 
time between two different Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System must become reasonably 
fast, which I think should be only several days, a couple of weeks at the most, no more. 
 
The following are the average distances between Earth and other Earth-gravity planets in the 
Solar System, that an interplanetary spaceship must be able to travel in several days or a couple 
of weeks, in a single one-way interplanetary trip. 
 
The average distance between Earth and Venus is 170 billion meters. 
The average distance between Earth and Saturn is 1.43 trillion meters. 
The average distance between Earth and Uranus is 2.6 trillion meters. 
The average distance between Earth and Neptune is 4.553 trillion meters. 
 
 
The travel times between the different Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System, by a 
constant-1g-acceleration spaceship 
A constant-1g-acceleration spaceship constantly accelerates or becomes faster at a constant rate, 
1g or 9.8 m/s2, which is the acceleration of Earth's gravity, until it traverses the needed distance 
and reaches the deceleration-start point in space, then constantly decelerates or becomes slower 
at a constant rate, -1g or -9.8 m/s2, until it arrives at its destination.  A constant-1g-acceleration 
spaceship starts decelerating when it reaches its deceleration-start point in space, which is 
determined by the initial velocity of the spaceship (which is usually the same as the departure 
planet velocity) and the required arrival velocity of the spaceship (which is usually the same as 
the destination planet velocity). 
 
Choosing constant-1g acceleration is done on purpose:  the human body is designed to feel most 
comfortable, and to operate most optimally, when the pull-down and push-up accelerations 
acting on the human body have the Earth's gravity acceleration magnitude.  If a human body is 
constantly accelerated a few times above 1g, the human being would feel extremely 
uncomfortable, and if a human body is constantly accelerated ten times 1g or more, the organs 
and tissues in the human body would tear, come apart, and become permanently damaged 
beyond repair.  A human body cannot sustain constant acceleration above 1g, especially when 
traveling for days, or perhaps even weeks and months. 
 
The velocity of an object with constant acceleration is specified by the physics equation, v = 
v0 + at, where v0 is the initial velocity, a is the constant acceleration, and t is the time 
passed. 
 
When a spaceship travels between two planets in the Solar System, the initial or departure 
velocity of the spaceship is the velocity of its departure planet, and the final or arrival velocity of 
the spaceship is the velocity of its arrival planet.  Because the departure and arrival velocities are 
small and negligible, to simplify calculations, I'll assume them to be zero in the following 
calculations.  Note, however, in a real interplanetary spaceship navigation control system, the 
departure and arrival velocities must be accounted for. 
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When acceleration is constant and the initial velocity is zero, the distance traveled is specified by 
the physics equation, d = (1/2)at2, which is calculated by integrating the velocity equation, 
v = at, with the initial velocity of zero, over 0 and t, in respect to time. 
 
Solving d = (1/2)at2 for t gives t = sqrt(2d/a).  For calculating the interplanetary 
travel time, one half of the interplanetary distance should be used for d, since the acceleration 
changes in the midway, when the initial and final velocities are assumed to be zero.  Also, the 
resulting t must be doubled, since another one half of the interplanetary distance should be 
traveled in deceleration.  Hence, the equation, tinterplanetary = 
2•sqrt(dinterplanetary/aspaceship), can be used to calculate the total time that a constant-
1g-acceleration spaceship takes for an interplanetary travel, where aspaceship is 9.8 m/s2. 
 
Using tinterplanetary = 2•sqrt(dinterplanetary/aspaceship),  the average interplanetary 
travel times by a constant-1g-acceleration spaceship is calculated as the following. 
 
The average travel time between Earth and Venus is 263,415.56 seconds, 4,390.26 minutes, 
73.17 hours, or 3.05 days. 
The average travel time between Earth and Saturn is 763,985.25 seconds, 12,733.09 minutes, 
212.22 hours, or 8.84 days. 
The average travel time between Earth and Uranus is 1,030,157.51 seconds, 17,169.29 minutes, 
286.15 hours, or 11.92 days. 
The average travel time between Earth and Neptune is 1,363,219.48 seconds, 22,720.32 minutes, 
378.67 hours, or 15.78 days. 
 
In my view, the above constant-1g-acceleration spaceship interplanetary travel times in the Solar 
System are perfectly suitable for enabling mass-scale outer space humanity expansion in the 
Solar System. 
 
 
The amounts of energy required to travel between different Earth-gravity planets in the 
Solar System, by a constant-1g-acceleration spaceship 
The energy required for a one-way interplanetary travel by a constant-1g-acceleration spaceship 
can be calculated using the kinetic energy equation as in the following. 
 
Ek = 0.5mv2, v=at 
Ek = 0.5m(at)2, d=(1/2)at2, t = sqrt(2d/a) 
Ek = 0.5m(at)2 = 0.5m(a2)(2d/a) = 0.5m(a)(2d) = mad 
m is mass, a is constant acceleration, and d is the distance traveled. 
 
Because the above equation is for the kinetic energy at the half way in an interplanetary travel at 
the deceleration starting point, d is half the total distance, and the above quantity must be 
doubled to give the total energy required by a constant-1g-acceleration spaceship for a one-way 
interplanetary travel, as in the following. 
 
Einterplanetary_travel = mspaceshipaspaceshipdinterplanetary 
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Assume that a one-bedroom apartment sized spaceship is 10 m by 10 m by 2.5 m, and weighs 10 
metric tons (10,000 kg), which is the mass of about six midsize sedan automobiles.  An average 
midsize sedan weighs about 3,300 pounds, or 1,496.855 kilogram. 
 
Using the above interplanetary-travel energy equation, the mass of the one-bedroom apartment 
sized spaceship, and the distances between the Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System, I can 
calculate the amounts of energy required for the interplanetary travels between the Earth-gravity 
planets in the Solar System by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration 
spaceship. 
 
The average amount of energy to travel between Earth and Venus, by a one-bedroom apartment 
sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 1.665 x 1016 Joules. 
The average amount of energy to travel between Earth and Saturn, by a one-bedroom apartment 
sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 1.40 x 1017 Joules. 
The average amount of energy to travel between Earth and Uranus, by a one-bedroom apartment 
sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 2.55 x 1017 Joules. 
The average amount of energy to travel between Earth and Neptune, by a one-bedroom 
apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 4.46 x 1017 Joules. 
 
 
The energy release rate of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel 
It has been reported that 0.645% of nuclear-fusion fuel mass is converted into energy in nuclear 
fusion. 
 
Using Einstein's famed mass-energy equivalence equation, E = mc2, the energy released or 
outputted by a mass of nuclear-fusion fuel can specified as the following. 
 
Enuclear_fusion_out = 0.00645mnuclear_fusion_fuelc2 
c is the speed of light in vacuum, which is 299,792,458 m/s. 
 
 
139,267,373 joules of energy is released by one gallon or 2.7546665 kg of gasoline. 
 
1.59687 x 1015 joules of energy is released by ten gallons or 2.7546665 kg of liquid hydrogen in 
nuclear fusion. 
 
The amount of energy produced or released by nuclear fusion, for the same mass of fuel is, 
11,466,233.05 times greater than chemical energy release! 
 
 
The energy required for inducing nuclear fusion 
In order for nuclear fusion to happen, the particles in the nuclear-fusion fuel must be accelerated 
or heated to 1,000 km/s or 1,000,000 m/s, which is 0.003335641c, or 0.333564095% of the speed 
of light in vacuum.  Energy must be inputted into an artificial nuclear-fusion reactor to induce 
nuclear fusion. 
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The absolute minimum energy input in nuclear fusion, and the maximum theoretical 
nuclear fusion fuel-to-energy-conversion efficiency ratio 
A mass of nuclear-fusion fuel with only two hydrogen atoms weighs 2 x 1.6735575 × 10-27 kg. 
 
When those two hydrogen atoms nuclear-fuse, they release Enuclear_fusion_out = 0.00645(2 
x 1.6735575 × 10-27 kg)(299792458 m/s)2 = 1.94031 × 10-12 joules of 
energy. 
 
Using the kinetic energy equation, the amount of energy required to bring the two hydrogen 
atoms to the nuclear fusion induction speed can be calculated. 
 
Ek = 0.5mv2 
Enuclear_fusion_in = (1.6735575 × 10-27 kg)(1000000 m/s)2 = 1.67356 × 
10-15 Joules 
 
Enuclear_fusion_in / Enuclear_fusion_out = 1.67356 × 10-15 joules / 1.94031 × 
10-12 joules = 0.000862522 
 
Emax_net_nuclear_fusion_out = (1 - 0.000862522) × Enuclear_fusion_out = (1 - 
0.000862522) × 0.00645mnuclear_fusion_fuelc2 = 
0.006444437mmin_nuclear_fusion_fuelc2 
c is the speed of light in vacuum, which is 299,792,458 m/s. 
 
As in the above equations, when there is no energy loss or waste, only 0.086% of the energy 
output in nuclear fusion is used as the energy input for inducing nuclear fusion.  However, in a 
real artificial nuclear-fusion reactor, this theoretical-maximum nuclear fusion energy production 
rate or efficiency may not be achieved due to the energy loss or waste, and the energy spent to 
confine and contain nuclear fusion in a small space. 
 
 
The theoretical-minimum masses of nuclear-fusion fuel required to travel between 
different Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System, by a constant-1g-acceleration 
spaceship 
Solving Emax_net_nuclear_fusion_out for mmin_nuclear_fusion_fuel gives the following. 
 
mmin_nuclear_fusion_fuel = Emax_net_nuclear_fusion_out/(0.006444437c2) 
c is the speed of light in vacuum, which is 299,792,458 m/s. 
 
Using the above equation, the required minimum masses of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel for 
interplanetary travels in the Solar System by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-
acceleration spaceship, can be calculated. 
 
The minimum mass of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel required to travel between Earth and Venus, 
by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 28.77 kg. 
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The minimum mass of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel required to travel between Earth and Saturn, 
by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 241.96 kg. 
 
The minimum mass of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel required to travel between Earth and Uranus, 
by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 439.92 kg. 
 
The minimum mass of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel required to travel between Earth and 
Neptune, by a one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, is 770.37 kg. 
 
A one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship can certainly carry the above 
masses of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel. 
 
2.87 × 1028 (28,700 trillion trillion) kg of hydrogen is estimated to be present in the Solar System 
outside of the Sun, which can be used as artificial nuclear-fusion fuel, after harvesting and 
processing. 
 
The Solar System is expected to die in about seven billion years from now. 
 
If there are 100 billion one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceships in the 
Solar System, and each spaceship uses 10,000 kg of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel per year, the 
hydrogen in the Solar System outside of the Sun will be enough to supply 28 trillion (2.86578 × 
1013) years worth of artificial nuclear-fusion fuel for 100 billion one-bedroom apartment sized 
constant-1g-acceleration spaceships. 
 

13.4.  Mass-destruction weapon potential of the constant-1g-
acceleration interplanetary spaceships, and required 
interplanetary defense systems 

 
A one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, after constantly accelerating 
for nine days in outer space, has the kinetic energy of 1.43 x 1017 joules.  This is equivalent to 
the energy released by one and a half hydrogen bombs. 
 
A one-bedroom apartment sized constant-1g-acceleration spaceship, after constantly accelerating 
for 15 days in outer space, has the kinetic energy of 4.46 x 1017 joules.  This is equivalent to the 
energy released by five hydrogen bombs. 
 
A vengeful or disgruntled human being will be able to easily accelerate a constant-1g-
acceleration spaceship to a velocity sufficient enough to make the spaceship an outer-space 
weapon of mass destruction, and strike the target location on a target planet with the super-
velocity spaceship, causing massive destruction. 
 
The dangers and threats of using constant-1g-acceleration spaceships as interplanetary outer-
space missiles with mass-destruction capabilities will be constant, when tens or hundreds of 
billion constant-1g-acceleration spaceships will be in operation in the Solar System. 
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In the interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion epoch, there will have to be 
sufficient planetary and interplanetary defense systems in place that will automatically disable 
and neutralize threat spaceships in outer space—even billions of spaceships simultaneously. 
 
More detailed information about my ideas for outer-space planetary defense systems and other 
military technologies is in my book, titled The Future, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

V.  Scientific and technological problems to 
solve, and project goals 

 

14.  AI and robotics problems to solve, and objectives 
 
The core requirement that I see in creating the artificial intelligence and robotics technologies 
with human-like visual and dexterity capability is replicating in machines the human visual 
information processing capability, and the human motor (or muscle) control capability with the 
human vision-motor coordination capability that performs visual motion planning, and visual 
motion performance guidance and correction. 
 
One key requirement I see is developing a set of software, hardware, or both technologies that 
perform robot eye or visual-sensor input processing for visual robot-motion planning and 
execution. 
 
Another requirement I see is developing a set of software, hardware, or both technologies for 
robot work specification and management. 
 
Another requirement I see is developing a set of software, hardware, or both technologies for 
robot work execution control. 
 
Another requirement I see is developing a set of software and hardware technologies for 
designing and manufacturing robot bones, joints, tendons, ligaments, muscle fibers, muscle 
bundles, muscle groups, nerves, skins, sensors, and energy supply system, and the whole robot 
bodies. 
 
 
In order to create the AI and robotics technologies with high-precision, human-like visual data 
processing and dexterity for performing the manual tasks that only humans could, I will develop 
the following major technology components, and integrate them to create a complete robot 
software and hardware system that can perform extremely complex manual tasks.  I will develop 
and commercialize general-purpose robot hardware units that can perform virtually unlimited 
numbers and types of manual tasks without physically changing the robot hardware. 
 
I will build a highly advanced visual data processing, recognition, and application technology 
system, with the capability to precisely recognize and localize visual patterns in visual data. 
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I will build a robot vision-motor coordination (with motion planning and planned-motion 
execution control) technology system with built-in human safety measures. 
 
I will build a set of high-dexterity robot hardware design and manufacturing technology systems 
with nano-technological robot hardware design and assembly capabilities. 
 
I will build a set of robot task management and control technology systems. 
 
 
While I develop the core robotics technologies that I envision, I will also focus on the activities 
that humans will perform using the versatile and high-dexterity robots, in order to commercialize 
the robotics technologies that I develop. 
 

15.  Human body biotech problems to solve, and 
objectives 

 
In advancing human body biotech, my ultimate objective is developing and commercializing 
human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies, anti-
aging human biotech, human longevity biotech, cosmetic, medical, and behavioral human 
genetic engineering biotech, neurotechnology, and bionic biotech. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize the following types of the fundamental human body 
biotechnologies for biotechnologically enabling human beings to live healthy, youthful, capable, 
and long human lives, not just on Earth, but in outer space as well. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize whole human body, organic, tissular, cellular, molecular, 
atomic, and subatomic level precision scanner human-body biotechnologies, computational 
modeler human-body biotechnologies, synthesizer human-body biotechnologies, and 
replacer human-body biotechnologies—for enabling scanning and computationally modeling 
every physical component, structure, composition, process, and state evolution in the human 
body, and for enabling manufacturing and replacing every human body part at the whole human 
body, organic, tissular, cellular, molecular, atomic, and subatomic levels. 
 
 
I see that the exact number or count and 3D locations of every type of organ, tissue, cell, 
microbe, and molecule in the entire human body—the data to be used in manufacturing human 
body parts and verifying manufactured human body parts—must be identified, modeled, 
analyzed, simulated, predicted, documented, and published, in order to develop and 
commercialize the human body biotechnologies that I envision. 
 
I see that being able to identify all the human genes, and model, analyze, simulate, and predict 
their physical manifestations and consequences in human bodies, is absolutely necessary in 
developing human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement 
technologies, and human genetic engineering technologies. 
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Currently, to the best of my knowledge, not all of the human genes have been identified.  I see 
that this shortcoming or unknown in the biological science must be eliminated. 
 
I conclude that first developing a science and technology that can reliably and precisely identify 
all the different human genes is necessary for enabling developing and commercializing human 
body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement, anti-aging, human longevity, 
and human genetic engineering biotechnologies that are reliable, precise, and commercially 
viable. 
 
Currently, to the best of my knowledge, there is no science and technology to precisely 
computationally model, analyze, simulate, and predict how the different human genes manifest 
in human bodies and behaviors.  I conclude that without the science and technology to reliably 
and precisely computationally model, analyze, simulate, and predict how the different human 
genes manifest in human bodies and behaviors, reliable, precise, and commercially viable human 
body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement biotechnologies, anti-aging 
human biotechnology, human longevity biotechnology, and human genetic engineering 
technologies cannot be developed and commercialized. 
 
 
One critical goal of this project is developing the necessary sciences and technologies for 
discovering, documenting, and publishing everything that can be physically known about the 
human body, and eliminating all the current physical unknowns in the human body, for 
developing and commercializing human body part and whole human body manufacturing and 
replacement biotechnologies, anti-aging human biotech, human longevity biotech, human genetic 
engineering biotech, neurotechnology, and bionic biotech. 
 
One critical goal of this project is developing the necessary sciences and technologies for 
designing and manufacturing human body parts, starting at the smallest human-body physical 
scale—with human-body molecules such as genes, proteins, steroids, enzymes, hormones, and 
entire haploid and diploid human genomes—then progressing to designing and manufacturing 
other human-body cell components, human-body cells, human-body tissues, human-body organs, 
and entire human bodies. 
 
One critical goal of this project is developing the necessary sciences and technologies for 
replacing existing human body parts with manufactured human body parts at subatomic, atomic, 
molecular, cellular, tissular, organic, and whole human body levels. 
 

16.  Mass-scale outer space tech problems to solve, and 
objectives 

 
I see that the first and foremost scientific and technological challenge that must be overcome to 
enable interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion is creating commercially 
viable high-efficiency artificial nuclear-fusion reactors with high net energy output, with high 
fuel-to-energy-conversion ratio or efficiency.  I see that commercially viable artificial nuclear 
fusion reactors and artificial nuclear-fusion reactor powered constant-1g-acceleration 
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spaceship propulsion systems are absolutely required in enabling interplanetary mass-scale 
outer space humanity expansion. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize all of the following interplanetary mass-scale outer space 
humanity expansion technologies, eventually with the help of scientists and engineers that I will 
hire and manage at Robocentric, my transhumanistic American high-tech corporation that 
advances artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize artificial nuclear fusion reactors with high net energy output, 
with a variety of applications on Earth and in outer space. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize one or more artificial nuclear-fusion reactor powered 
constant-1g-acceleration spaceship propulsion systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize a complete human life support system in every passenger 
interplanetary spaceship with spaceship air, water, and human-waste processing and recycling 
systems, and spaceship heating and cooling systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize mass-scale outer space mining, materials processing, 
construction, and manufacturing technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize interplanetary mass-scale outer space communications 
network technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize mass-scale outer space food farming, processing, and 
manufacturing technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize mass-scale outer space human habitat building and 
maintenance technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize interplanetary mass-scale outer space transportation and 
traffic control technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize mass-scale outer space military defense and offense 
technology systems. 
 
I aim to develop and commercialize spaceship parking buildings or skyscrapers on Earth and 
above other Earth-gravity planets in the Solar System, in every major First World city on Earth, 
in North America, Western Europe, and Rich Asia, and above Venus, Saturn, Uranus, and 
Neptune. 
 
For more detailed information on the outer-space technologies that I work on developing and 
commercializing, refer to The Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
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VI.  Technology development strategies, and 
research and development schedule 

 
The most urgent issue in pursuing this project is securing an adequate funding, which I will 
continue to work on first and foremost. 
 
One key thing I will do in this project for advancing artificial intelligence, robotics, human body 
biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech is producing and publishing relevant scientific and 
technical documents, as necessary new knowledge is discovered and acquired, and necessary 
new technologies are developed and commercialized. 
 
For more in-depth information on how I will develop my AI, robotics, biotech, and outer-space 
tech, in what order, refer to The Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

17.  Integrated nano-assembly technology development 
 
A key technology development strategy in this project for advancing artificial intelligence, 
robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech is nanoscale matter design and 
auto-assembly technologies development for manufacturing artificial intelligence, robotics, 
biotech, and outer-space tech hardware components such as artificial nuclear-fusion reactor 
hardware components. 
 
One of the first things I will do in the near future, as soon as I am able to, hopefully in AD 2022, 
is starting developing a set of software and hardware technologies for designing and nano-
assembling the components of the artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and 
mass-scale outer space tech hardware that I envision. 
 

18.  Artificial intelligence and robotics development 
strategy and schedule 

 
Throughout AD 2022, I will continue simultaneously developing the artificial intelligence and 
robotics software and hardware technologies that I envision; hopefully I will complete and 
commercialize them by AD 2025 or earlier.  A funding for this project will speed up the project 
progress, and enable the project to be commercialized. 
 
For more in-depth information on how I will develop my AI and robotics technologies, in what 
order, refer to The Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

19.  Human body biotech development strategy and 
schedule 
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For developing the human body biotechnologies that I envision, I aim to commence the initial 
(brief) study period for learning the existing relevant knowledge I need to learn in the latest 
human genomics and proteomics, microbiology, molecular biology, and organic chemistry.  I 
will start this when I secure an adequate fund, hopefully in AD 2022. 
 
When I have an adequate fund, I will commence simultaneous scanner, modeler, synthesizer, and 
replacer human-body biotech software and hardware development, for eventual applications and 
commercialization in human body part and whole human body manufacturing and replacement 
biotech, anti-aging human biotech, human longevity biotech, cosmetic, medical, and behavioral 
human genetic engineering biotech, neurotechnology, and bionic biotech. 
 
In order to develop and commercialize the fundamental human body biotechnologies that I deem 
as necessary for revolutionizing the human-body physical reality, I will first find out, learn, 
document, and publish what is unknown, and what needs to be known in microbiology, 
molecular biology, genomics, proteomics, and organic chemistry, while developing the earliest 
human body biotechnology software and hardware components that I envision. 
 
For more in-depth information on how I will develop my biotechnologies, in what order, refer to 
The Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

20.  Mass-scale outer space tech development strategy 
and schedule 

 
When I have an adequate fund, I will start basic artificial nuclear-fusion reactor research, 
hopefully in AD 2022. 
 
When I have an adequate fund, I will actively work on commercially viable, net-energy-output 
artificial nuclear fusion reactors research, development, and commercialization, with a key aim 
of designing, manufacturing, and marketizing small-scale, low-cost, commercially viable 
artificial nuclear-fusion reactors.  During the earliest stage of development, I will learn the 
exiting nuclear fusion and plasma matter sciences, while building low-cost non-commercially 
viable artificial nuclear fusion reactor(s) such as fusor to start researching developing high-
efficiency artificial nuclear-fusion reactors. 
 
As soon as funding and business circumstances permit, I will start working on artificial nuclear 
fusion reactor powered constant-1g-acceleration spaceship propulsion systems research, 
development, and commercialization. 
 
Eventually, I will hire other people at my transhumanistic American high-tech corporation to 
develop all the other required interplanetary mass-scale outer space humanity expansion 
technologies—namely, the technologies for interplanetary spaceship human life support, outer-
space mining, outer-space construction, outer-space manufacturing, interplanetary 
communication systems, interplanetary human travel infrastructure, outer-space planetary human 
habitat construction and life support, and interplanetary human economy infrastructures. 
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For more in-depth information on how I will develop my outer-space technologies, in what 
order, refer to The Future, my book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

VII.  Prior, current, and future support 
 
So far, this project has been supported and funded entirely by Allen Young and his family. 
 
I am currently working on broadening the financial and manpower support network for this 
multi-decadal project to develop and commercialize AI, robotics, biotech, and mass-scale outer 
space tech. 
 
In particular, I am working to acquire or procure U.S. federal grants, business loans, angel 
investors, crowdfunding via online content marketing, venture capitalists, business incomes, and 
self-sufficiency in business financing. 
 

VIII.  Broader impacts 
 
Advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech will broaden the 
human capabilities, possibilities, and prosperity for the human multitudes, particularly in 
America and elsewhere in the First World. 
 
Advancing AI and robotics will dramatically cheapen the manual labor cost through using 
robots, and increase the manufacturing capabilities in the U.S. and elsewhere in the First World. 
 
Advancing human body biotech will eventually eliminate all the incurable diseases and 
disabilities in the human body, and enable human multitudes to live their lives with healthy, 
youthful, and long-living human bodies. 
 
Advancing mass-scale outer space tech will provide unlimited clean energy via high-efficiency 
artificial nuclear-fusion reactors, and eliminate the human limitation of being confined to Earth. 
 

21.  Unlimited supply of cheap manual labor:  Robotized 
U.S. manufacturing 

 
One major economic consequence I aim to create through this project is having 100 to 200 
million robots working in the American factories, managed by human robot-managers. 
  
I expect America to have as many working robots as twice the number of the American human 
workers, 320 million or more, to increase the American annual GDP to US$50 trillion and 
beyond. 
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I expect that in the robotized American economy, the American human workers will manage 
exceedingly capable artificial intelligence and robots to at least double the total American 
national economic outputs from the pre-robotization level. 
 
For more details on my American national economy robotization plan, refer to The Future, my 
book, available at Robocentric.com/Future. 
 

22.  Unlimited human biological choice for the human 
multitudes 

 
Through completing this project, I aim to eradicate all the incurable diseases and disabilities in 
the human body, old human age, and involuntary human deaths. 
 
Human body part and whole human body design, manufacturing and replacement 
biotechnologies will make the incurable diseases and disabilities in the human body obsolete. 
 
Cosmetic, medical, and behavioral human genetic engineering technologies will enable the 
human multitudes to get rid of the undesirable human genes in their bodies, and selectively have 
the most desirable human genes in their bodies. 
 
Human body anti-aging and longevity technologies will enable the human multitudes to live their 
lives with healthy and youthful human bodies. 
 
Biological human suffering and limitations will be a thing of the past, when this project gets 
completed. 
 

23.  Unlimited human presence in the Universe:  Mass-
scale outer space humanity expansion, experience and 
economy 

 
All of the modern Western civilization, with industrialization and digital information, and all the 
derivatives of the modern Western civilization, the non-Western civilizations that have adopted 
the Western culture, language, science, and technology, and Westernized, have been based on 
chemical energy release.  Since the industrialization began about 250 years ago in the middle of 
AD 1700's, in Britain, using coal-powered steam engines, all the scientific, technological, and 
capitalistic advances have been mostly based on, and enabled by, chemical energy release. 
 
There are currently four known physical means of energy release:  chemical energy release, 
nuclear fission, nuclear fusion, and matter annihilation—listed in the ascending order of energy 
release rate per unit of fuel.  That is, for the same mass of fuel, nuclear fission releases more 
energy than chemical energy release, nuclear fusion releases more energy than nuclear fission, 
and matter annihilation releases more energy than nuclear fusion. 
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Due to the toxic, radioactivity of the fuel residue and the scarcity of fuel, nuclear fission is not a 
form of energy release that can be harnessed and used in everyday use, by everyday human 
consumers. 
 
Currently, to the best of my knowledge, there is no known way of cheaply mass-produce 
antimatter particles for matter annihilation in commercial, industrial, and consumer applications; 
the cost of producing antimatter particles is prohibitively expensive to allow commercial 
applications. 
 
Nuclear fusion, on the other hand, has the greatest potential to be the most viable and likely 
energy revolution after chemical energy release and chemical fuels, due to the vastly greater 
energy release rate per unit of fuel, and the virtually unlimited fuel supply across the entire 
Universe, not just on Earth. 
 
As I have previously calculated and mentioned, the energy release by nuclear fusion is 11 million 
times greater than the chemical energy release, for the same mass of fuel. 
 
Given that the past 250 years of industrial and digital revolution have been breathtaking and 
magnificent, even with the severely limited and paltry chemical energy release, one can conclude 
that the rates, types, and magnitudes of scientific, technological, and capitalistic advances 
enabled by artificial nuclear fusion with 11 million times greater energy release than chemical 
energy release, and virtually unlimited fuel supply across the entire Universe, will be vastly more 
breathtaking and magnificent than the past 250 years of industrial and digital revolution enabled 
by chemical energy release. 
 
I expect that the advent of artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration 
spaceships will enable interplanetary, and perhaps even eventual interstellar and intergalactic 
mass-scale outer space humanity expansion, by enabling speedy outer space travel, and mass-
scale outer space mining and construction for building numerous mass-scale outer space human 
habitats that will accommodate millions of living humans per habitat. 
 

IX.  Management plan 
 

24.  Personnel 
 
I, the principal investigator of this multi-decadal project, am a non-academic, independent 
researcher, and a high-tech entrepreneur, who has been studying, researching, and developing 
AI, robotics, biotech, and outer-space tech on my own. 
 
My ultimate aim is building my high-tech corporation that develops and commercializes AI, 
robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech. 
 
I will continue to work alone on this project in the foreseeable future.  Later on, as I build my 
high-tech corporation, and my corporation generates revenue, I will hire employees to further 
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develop and commercialize the AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech that I envision. 
 
Over time, I will hire, train, and manage AI, core and applied robotics, biotech, and mass-scale 
outer space tech scientists, engineers and marketers, including robot work process engineers or 
developers. 
 
Over time, I will get the right people to work in the AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-
scale outer space tech businesses that I envision. 
 

25.  Business startup timeline 
 
I will develop and commercialize AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech in multiple stages. 
 
I envision a few major business startups in this multi-decadal project—namely, computer vision 
business startup, robotics hardware business startup, biotech hardware business startup, and 
artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware business startup—with each business startup making its 
initial product line available for sale, when its necessary funding is supplied, either from outside 
or from within my high-tech corporation, and when the sufficient research and development 
progress has been made. 
 
Over the next several years and beyond, I will continue my research and development in AI, 
robotics, human body biotech, and artificial nuclear-fusion reactor tech—with computer vision 
software development, biotech background knowledge study, robotics software development, 
biotech software development, artificial nuclear-fusion background knowledge study in plasma 
physics and nuclear fusion physics, non-commercially viable artificial nuclear-fusion reactor 
construction and study, and commercially viable artificial nuclear-fusion reactor design and 
development. 
 
I will adhere to minimum startup cost approach or policy, for each of the following major 
business startups in AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech. 
 Initial computer vision and robotics software business startup (afterward, more AI products 

development and marketing with advanced audio and text processing capabilities) 
 Initial robot hardware manufacturing business startup 
 Initial biotech hardware business startup 
 Initial artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware manufacturing business startup 
 Initial mass-scale outer space software and hardware manufacturing business startup (for 

interplanetary exploration, mapping, mining, and construction) 
 
Over the next several years and beyond, as funding and research and development progress 
permit, I will start up the above multiple businesses in multiple stages for developing and 
commercializing the AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech that I 
envision.  I will start each business as soon as its necessary funding is supplied and sufficient 
research and development progress is made. 
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In the immediate future, I will keep on doing my online content marketing for publicly 
promoting my cause of advancing AI, robotics, biotech, and outer-space tech, and for building 
one or more income streams and getting investors for funding my technology development and 
marketing. 
 
Moreover, I will keep on developing my initial AI and robotics software and hardware 
technologies for eventual commercialization within the next few years, hopefully. 
 
I aim to achieve the corporate financial self-sufficiency after launching the initial computer 
vision and robotics software products. 
 
I'll spend the computer vision and robotics product profit on expanding the AI and robotics 
businesses, and on the human body biotech and mass-scale outer space tech business startup 
funding. 
 

25.1.  AI, robotics, biotech, and outer-space tech online 
content marketing 

 
I will keep working on establishing an online content marketing business, through which I will 
publicly promote advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech—and monetize the public awareness and interest in advancing those technologies to fund 
developing and marketing the AI and robotics technologies that I envision.  I aim to establish an 
online content marketing business that is exclusively committed to publicly promoting advancing 
AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech; I will start, build, run and 
manage this online content marketing business to increase and monetize the public awareness 
and interest in AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech.  The profits 
from this online content marketing business will be used for funding the development and 
marketing of the AI and robotics technologies that I envision, that will revolutionize the 
manufacturing and other types of labor-intensive industries in America and elsewhere in the First 
World. 
 
To establish an online content marketing business for publicly promoting advancing AI, robotics, 
human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech, I will build and manage my own website 
and social media channels to publish and monetize relevant contents; I will produce and market 
text books, audio books, video books, and merchandise for monetizing the AI, robotics, human 
body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech contents that I will keep on producing and 
publishing online regularly. 
 

26.  Budget and financial need: Funding for AI, robotics, 
biotech, and outer-space tech business startups 
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Funding this project will enable my efforts and results in developing and commercializing the 
artificial intelligence, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech that I 
specify in this document. 
 
I cannot advance this project without an adequate initial funding. 
 

26.1.  Computer vision and robot hardware business startup 
costs 

 
My most ideal business startup scenario is launching the initial computer vision and robotics 
hardware products simultaneously or with only a few or several months apart.  My objective is to 
achieve this most ideal business startup scenario. 
 
I prefer spending only up to two to four million U.S. dollars of startup costs, for both the initial 
computer vision and robot hardware manufacturing businesses, with the initial capability to 
manufacture thousands of robot hardware units per month, selling to targeted initial robot 
hardware customers.  When the demand for the initial robot hardware explodes, if and as needed, 
I'll work on getting the robot hardware manufacturing factory expansion money from one or 
more banks, venture capitalists, or both:  Ideally, I prefer self-funding the robot hardware 
manufacturing factory expansion with the computer vision and initial robot hardware sales 
profits. 
 
I expect my initial computer vision business startup cost to be about US$425,000 to 
US$500,000.  US$25,000 to US$35,000 annual salary for my living expenses (the most 
expensive if living in Silicon Valley such as San Jose or in Seattle for being in a strategically 
favorable high-tech business startup and building location), so that I can focus 100% on my own 
technology development and marketing.  US$150,000 for computer vision patent fees.  
US$200,000 initial ads, and other marketing costs such as getting a booth and doing product 
promotion in trade shows. 
 
My objective is somehow keeping the initial general-purpose and mass-marketable robot 
hardware development, robot hardware manufacturing equipment development, manufacturing 
factory build, and advertising cost to US$1.5 to US$3.5 million or lower, using a rented factory 
floor space somewhere in the U.S. close to the initial robot hardware customers, using used or 
rented manufacturing equipment whenever possible, and self-developing ultra-low cost robot 
hardware manufacturing equipment whenever possible.  I'll work on automating the initial robot 
hardware manufacturing factory to the uttermost extremes to keep the manufacturing cost down 
to the absolute minimum, with self-assembly and nano-assembly capabilities. 
 
I'll work on selling smaller and cheaper general-purpose robot hardware products at popular 
online retailers such as Amazon.com, to outsource the robot hardware product delivery logistics, 
and to have some robot hardware products to sell quickly to a broad group of customers initially. 
 
I'll run highly targeted online ads for selling computer vision and robot hardware products. 
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One of my current highest priorities is getting the US$425,000 to US$500,000 for starting the 
initial computer vision business, and additional US$1,000,000 to US$3,500,000, less, or more, 
for starting the initial robot hardware manufacturing business. 
 
This needed funding may come from online content marketing, crowdfunding, grants, angel 
investors, venture capital firms, bank loans, computer vision product profits, or any combination 
of those.  The initial robot hardware manufacturing business startup cost can be fully or partially 
self-funded, using the computer vision product profits. 
 
If an investor buys US$4,000 worth of Robocentric private stocks for funding Robocentric's 
advanced computer vision technology development and marketing, 100 of such investors can 
provide US$400,000 to start Robocentric's computer vision business.  In this day and age of the 
Internet, crowdsourcing 100 investors might be possible via online content marketing.  I will 
continue to do Robocentric online content marketing to achieve this end. 
 
Providing a funding for any portion of this needed startup cost will help advancing this project. 
 

26.2.  Biotech hardware, artificial nuclear-fusion reactor 
hardware, and other mass-scale outer space hardware 
business startup costs 

 
My objective is to self-fund the biotech hardware, artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware, and 
other outer-space hardware business startup costs; using the profits from the computer vision and 
robot hardware products, I intend to develop, manufacture, and commercialize the initial biotech 
hardware, artificial nuclear-fusion reactor, and other outer-space tech products. 
 
I am not yet able to determine the initial biotech hardware manufacturing business startup cost.  
Much research and development needs to be done for developing and commercializing the 
human body biotechnologies that I envision; until the actual start of building biotech hardware 
prototypes, I won't be able to determine the cost; at this point, what will be needed is unknown to 
me. 
 
I am not yet able to determine the initial artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware manufacturing 
business startup cost.  Much research and development needs to be done for developing and 
commercializing the artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware technologies that I envision; until 
the actual start of building artificial nuclear-fusion reactor hardware prototypes, I won't be able 
to determine the cost; at this point, what will be needed is unknown to me. 
 
My aim is to keep the initial artificial nuclear-fusion reactor propelled constant-1g-acceleration 
interplanetary spaceship prototype construction cost to below US$500,000, through developing 
and using revolutionary novel manufacturing technologies, building a small spaceship, and 
maximizing automation using my own robotics software and hardware technologies. 
 
I am not yet able to determine the interplanetary spaceship manufacturing business startup cost. 
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I am not yet able to determine the interplanetary mining business startup cost. 
 
I am not yet able to determine the interplanetary outer-space human habitat construction business 
startup cost. 
 

X.  About the principal investigator 
 
Allen Young, the principal investigator of this multi-decadal project, is a transhumanistic Asian-
American man who is deeply interested in, and committed to, participating in bringing the 
sciences and technologies of the future, particularly in AI, robotics, human body biotech, and 
mass-scale outer space tech.  Advancing science, technology, and capitalism is Allen Young's 
deepest passion and purpose. 
 
Over the past 18 years, since AD 2004, Allen Young has pursued his interest and commitment in 
advancing science, technology, and capitalism. 
 
Allen Young came from multiple generations of troubled and failed bloodlines. 
 
Allen Young was born in South Korea in AD 1979. 
 
Allen Young immigrated to the U.S. in AD 1995, and became a naturalized U.S. citizen in AD 
2004. 
 
Allen Young double-majored in electrical engineering and physics in George Mason University, 
Virginia, U.S.A., between AD 2000 and AD 2005, but with only two courses remaining, he 
didn't graduate, due to being distracted by pursuing his own interest in AI and robotics.  Having 
no safety net (such as a college degree) to fall back on has been immensely helpful to Allen 
Young in focusing on science, technology, and high-tech entrepreneurship. 
 
Since AD 2004, Allen Young has been working on researching and developing AI and robotics 
with the intention of developing and commercializing general-purpose robot hardware and 
software products that can make robots ubiquitous.  Allen Young believes he is close to 
achieving this goal. 
 
Since AD 2011, Allen Young has been working on researching and developing human body 
biotech. 
 
Since AD 2020, Allen Young has been working on researching and developing mass-scale outer 
space tech. 
 
Allen Young has never married, and never produced any children yet; so far, Allen Young has 
given all of his time and energy to pursuing his dream of advancing science, technology, and 
capitalism in his own ways; so far, Allen Young has worked on laying the groundwork for 
achieving his aims in AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech. 
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Allen Young's autobiography will become available sometime in the future. 
 
Allen Young produces and publishes online videos for promoting his cause of advancing AI, 
robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space tech.  Allen Young's social media 
channel links are available at Robocentric.com/Social. 
 
Allen Young has authored and published The Future, available at Robocentric.com/Future, for 
publicly promoting and advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-scale outer space 
tech. 
 

XI.  More information 
 
For even more of my detailed plans for advancing AI, robotics, human body biotech, and mass-
scale outer space tech, read The Future available at Robocentric.com/Future, that I wrote and 
published. 
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